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We are eleven slow-makers who form the artist collective We Must Get
Together Some Time (WMGTST). We are makers riveted by a feather
spinning idly on a thread of spider silk.
A multi-disciplinary group of thinkers and makers, we share
philosophical commonalities. Some of us exhibited in the 2016 field
working slow making exhibition co-curated by Annette Nykiel and Nien
Schwarz. Since 2019, WMGTST has been getting together on-line, in
small gatherings, and at week-long bush camps and artist professional
development retreats. We understand we occupy unceded land,
wherever we go in Australia. We organise workshops with regional
creative practitioners, and guided walks with scientists specialising in
the local. These encounters are pivotal for our group, who are
relationally embedded in place. We notice the breeze has
strengthened; a frayed feather becomes a kite.
Unafraid of getting lost in spaces of not knowing; our making is
entangled with nature. We commune with the non-human; we think
with materials. We stitch, steam, coil, dye, write, take video and sound
recordings, form with clay, and solar print. Samples of place are posted
long distances representing an enduring interchange of materials,
ideas, and emerging strong, rich stories. Sometimes, bright threads of
collaborative encounters punctuate the larger cloth of the collective.
As part of IOTA21, the collective is exhibiting and leading related
slow-making events culminating in the We Must Get Together Some
Time exhibition at Contemporary Art Spaces Mandurah and Mandurah
Performing Arts Centre from 17 October to 14 November 2021.

Nien Schwarz 2021
www.lethologicapress.org/WMGTST

Salt bumps into Water
at the beach on a blazing hot, Summer day. The
two companions wander along together. They
hitch a ride on a cloud blowing up over the scarp
and inland from the sea, soaring high into the
atmosphere before plummeting in a downpour
accompanying a thunderstorm. Splashing on to a
leaf and trickling down the trunk, Salt and Water
become absorbed into the wood of a white
trunked Eucalyptus tree.

Salt and Water settle to the bottom of a lake,
eventually seeping down through the silty sand.
Salt becomes trapped in the sediment and is
cemented into limestone amongst the sand, roots
and seashells. The limestone erodes with the
flooding tides of rising sea levels and Salt rejoins
the sea. Water lingers in an underground aquifer
before bubbling out under the ocean. A round trip
of 40 000 years.

On a cold, windy day, a branch suddenly snaps,
crashing to the ground. Termites munch through
the fallen limb before becoming a numbat’s lunch
and passing through her digestive tract. The scats
dry out to dust. Salt and Water are separated.

Somewhere in the course of this cyclic journey,
Salt and Water come in contact with Body and
Cloth. Perhaps, when Cloth was soaked in the
wetland lake. When the clay was dug, Body
kneeling on an inlet shore. When the branch was
pruned by parrot’s beak, the windfall gathered for
the dye pot steaming aromatically. When Cloth
was rinsed in fossil water or splashed with the
dregs of a cup of tea. When the thread was
moistened to pass easily through the needle
stitching Cloth. In the sweat of a sleeping Body
covered. In the salt breeze ruffling the airing Cloth
hanging in the Winter sun.

A dusty Salt blows across the woodlands for some
time before reuniting with Water in a sparkling
dew drop that slides down a blade of grass and
drips into a creek. Rain from recent storms floods
the creek flowing towards the scarp and joining a
larger stream that tumbles over the hills to
recharge the parched coastal wetlands.

This is deep time. Deep time is slow making.
Salt and Water are slow makers and could be members of We Must Get Together Some Time. All are
ecologically connected (bio-socio-culturally related) and flowing through the fabric of life encountering
each other in different places and travelling together awhile before moving apart, perhaps to meet again
as our paths recross some time.

Annette Nykiel 2021

Plant Women Roaming
As I write, it’s raining nearly as hard as the day
I drove home to Broke Inlet to run a Writing in
Country workshop for a group of creatives, We
Must Get Together Some Time (WMGTST) on a
research and development camp there. Facilitator
Nien Schwarz called the camp a retreat, a foray
into forest lore and knowledge. The group, a
collective of highly regarded artists and writers,
some with science degrees, were preparing to
exhibit in the Indian Ocean Triennial (IOTA21) by
way of experimentation and knowledge sharing at
a few different sites and this time they were
exploring the diverse land and seascapes
of Broke Inlet.
The drive into Broke Inlet from the highway is ten
kilometres, through tall, serried ranks of old growth
Karri, Marri and Jarrah. The gateway to Claire
House has a sentry tree that Holly Story calls The
Mammary Tree, the pendulous burls created from
aeons of insect attack. Bloodwoods branch into the
sky, their crazy-dancing arboreal limbs streaked
with wine dark resin. It’s International Biological
Diversity Day today and again I’m reminded of how
these ancient creatures once sheltered and
nurtured creatures now possibly extinct. The inlet
has many faces, it can be so utterly still on a midwinter’s day that even the birds quieten, the water
glasses off to silver paper. It can be eerie then,
when the only sound is my own tinnitus or the
thump of a Marri limb falling to earth. It’s a
dynamic place too, in constant flux.
At the Writing Landscape, History and Memory
workshop, I could see that, rather than teaching
anything new, I was among peers. We talked about
geography as history, palimpsests and xenotopias,
Nyoongar place names, the sublime, and folkloric,
ancestral scarring and landscape memory. The
afternoon became a space for sharing ideas and
knowledge systems and the women’s expertise was

diverse and invigorating. As we did that day, I’ll go
quickly around the room and introduce ourselves
including our creative focuses:
Helen: botanist, scientist, Colour Woman—‘they
used to call us Colour Men—they were mainly
men—skilled in the extraction of colour for dyeing’
and Dianne: botanical printer and book printer,
maker of visual diaries using plants. Nien: sculptor,
Keeper of the Sheet, material as intrinsic meaning;
and Michelle: Lake Grace-based, artist and writer,
lake-walker. Jane: textile craft and sustainability,
poetics of the handmade; and Nandi:
Kimberley-based, writer, poet, walker, thinking
about fiction. Annette: geoscientist, fire dyeing,
desert dweller; and Sarah: writer of social history
and historical fiction.
Artists involved with WMGTST at Broke Inlet, but
who weren’t at my writing workshop include Holly:
exploring the interaction of human and non-human
species and Colin Story: co-host of Claire House;
and Perdita: a listener and environmental artist,
who works with multiple media and this week was
working on cyanotypes and anthotypes—
alternative photographic processes. Sharyn: a
Nyoongar woman whose work in different mediums
reminds us to care for the natural world and explores her own personal and cultural relationships
with Nyoongar Boodja; George: who walks and
collects along city streets and who is filming the
project; and Todd: working with fibre and stitching
whilst looking after a young family—were unable
to come down and join the group at the Broke Inlet
camp.
A common theme with all of these artists is the
ruminative and exploratory process of walking to
manifest new works. Humans are meant to walk, of
course, and the rhythm of putting one foot in front
of the other is both introspective and immerses

oneself in landscape. Nandi’s practice of walking
is a way to explore ideas of scientific knowledge,
deep time thinking and interrogate colonisation
and biodiversity loss. Dianne describes serenity
and delight as she moves through the bush looking
for botanical archives, listening for the birds and
avoiding snakes. Nien’s love of earth sciences
drew her to work for years in the Arctic, cooking
for geosurvey expeditions. After one too many
run-ins with polar bears, Nien later worked as a
field assistant for geoscientific crews in Australia.
Annette’s wanderings have included both urban
and remote areas, including stints in bush camps
as a geoscientist. Jane’s work, manifests from long
periods of walking, thinking and collecting.
After the writing workshop, Helen came to my door.
‘I was gifted a beef heart on my way down to Broke
Inlet—don’t ask—and they gave me a liver as well.
Would your dog like a liver?’
While my brain was roaming between a tomato
variety and Promethean concerns, Helen held out
a bloodied plastic bag bulging with an enormous
piece of meat. The Colour Woman needed a heart
but not a liver to produce the hues she desired
apparently (no I didn’t ask), and so I relieved her of
the liver and gave it to my dog. The next morning,
a raven stood outside my door. Ravens are around
here all the time but usually mocking me from the
Marris. Early morning sun set this raven’s black
feathers iridescent as it pecked at the liver my dog
had ignored.
Nandi came back to Claire House after a long walk
to the fishtraps with her hands full. ‘Found some
more poo for Helen,’ she said, holding out some
dried emu scats, with emu bush seeds embedded
within. Helen’s art practice stems from a thirty-year
career in botany and chemistry. Watching her lay
out swatches of cloth, trying to develop a perfect
red, I asked her if she’d ever seen the bloodroot
that grows around here, thinking it may be a worthwhile source. We trooped with shovels down to the
bottom track where I pointed out a few single reed
leaves that spiralled out of the deep sand.

They looked unimpressed. ‘Is that it?’ Someone
asked. But we dug and soon experienced the
joyous shock of seeing the crimson Haemodorum
spicatum bulb emerging from the sand of the
fisherman’s track. It’s a sight I never tire of. The
bloodroot is a traditional food, spicy and good for
toothache and plant women
often use the black
1
flowers for dyeing too .
As the week went on, sites of experimentation
began growing around Claire House; colour
swatches of fabric laid out on frames, labelled with
little aluminium tags, the shed packed with tables
and jars of mysterious powders and potions,
buckets of bark or onion skins. The women sat in
camp chairs, in a circle around huge silver pots,
bubbling and boiling over primus stoves. 2Helen was
still endeavouring to find the perfect red. Dianne
was steaming plants on paper, compressed
between floor tiles, her fingernails black with
plant tannins.
On the Thursday Dr Joanna Young, an ecologist
who specialises in forest health, arrived to guide
a walk through to the Pingrup Plains. We went
into the forest along the Bibbulmun track and only
made a few hundred metres before Joanna
exclaimed ‘Ooh, a rock cap! Let’s have a look at
this.’ Going bush with an ecologist means you
never get very far as there are stories every step
of the way, and granite outcrops in this area are
microcosms of nutrients, ancient hunting practices
3
and wonders such as the resurrection plant. She
showed us the stone lizard traps, lichens and
orchids, all within a few square metres of emerald
mossed granite.
Perth and Peel went into lockdown the day after we
were in the forest and television footage showed
the streams of traffic leaving the city to head south
the night before. There’s no phone reception at
Broke Inlet and the artists would have been
1 See https://anthropologyfromtheshed.com/project/roots-ofcontention-noongar-root-foods-and-indigenous-plant-taxonomy
2 I never did find out what she used that beef heart for.
3 See http://esperancewildflowers.blogspot.com/2014/08/boryaconstricta-resurrection-plant.html

blissfully unaware except I have a satellite dish and
was the news bearer. After some cautious
conversations, the general consensus was that
Broke Inlet, with its isolation, freedom and open air,
was one of the best places to be at the moment.
Being isolated has certain advantages currently but
changing a gas bottle in the dark involved some
fruity bush women language between myself and
Annette. We’re off grid here too, so there was often
the crack of somebody’s axe splitting wood for
warmth at night and hot water.
Dianne’s botanical printing had its big reveal, a new
textual archive of plants found around the inlet.
She peeled away the sodden, scented leaves and
flowers from the paper and then laid the sheets on
a drying rack. ‘Do you think it will rain?’ she asked
me, looking up at the dark clouds. On the page
were the impressions, the ghosts of the plants.
Dianne’s practice is as much sourcing raw material
as creating new books, stories of the places she’s
been around WA. Every page was impregnated with
the scent of the plants used.
The next day, I went to the storeroom for an
extension lead, to be told I definitely couldn’t open
the door as it was being used for Perdy’s dark
room for the cyanotype photos. Fascinated, I hung
around until pieces of cloth and paper were laid
out in the sun with leaves and flowers laid over
them. Gradually the sun darkened the cloth to an
indigo blue. The women removed the plants and
there they were, the ghosts of plants, again. Leaf
poems and flower psalms.
The other threads preoccupying the group
WMGTST are sustainability and biodiversity. Given
that their backgrounds are in geoscience, botany,
agriculture or ancestral ties to Boodja, these
concerns are central to their work. It has long been
known in First Nations communities around the
globe that knowledge is ‘an intertwining of science,
spirit and story – old stories and new ones that
can be medicine for our broken relationship with

4

Earth.’ New literatures in the Western scientific
canon are beginning to listen to ancient and
contemporary Indigenous science, and examine the
inadequacies of Western language
when describing
5
non-human species as objects. ‘…as ecotheologian
Thomas Berry has written, “we must say of the
universe that it is a communion
of subjects, not a
6
collection of objects.”’
The gathering of artists at Broke Inlet was such an
exercise in interconnectivity; that communion of
knowledge, techniques and the storied landscapes
that informed their practice. Sun, stone, roots,
tubers, water, fire, phylum. It’s like the mycelium
story, the hyphae of fungi spreading through the
forest to communicate with other species, of
women speaking with other beings in the
ecosystem to honour and reflect.

Sarah Drummond 2021

Sarah Drummond is an author of books, essays and
short fiction based in the Great Southern region of
Western Australia

4 Kimmerer, R. W. (2013). Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom,
Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants, preface.
5 See writers such as Suzanne Simard, Monica Gagliano, Peter
Wohlleben et al.
6 Kimmerer (2013), p. 56

I was motivated to join WMGTST because it was an opportunity to work with like-minded
artists from different disciplines in a process in which we ‘get together’ to share ideas and
skills, and form collaborations. Slow-making is at the core of my writing practice. Using my
body as a research tool, I walk (cycle and kayak) in particular places over time, using my
senses to encounter the multi-layered experience of the environment and engage with a
diversity of species different to humans. I use the principles of slow-making to create poetic
metaphors for my experiences and encounters with the natural world in an attempt to
communicate the process of forming temporal and spatial relationships with places
and living beings.
My project aligns with the themes of WMGTST—the flow of water from fresh to salt. The
Martuwarra Fitzroy River is one of the world’s last wild rivers with a catchment area spanning
almost 94 000 km2, covering almost a quarter of the Kimberley region. Martuwarra emerges
in the north-eastern Kimberley where the water is fresh and flows west where it mixes with
tidal flows from the coast on the mudflats of Derby. The Martuwarra Fitzroy River is on the
Commonwealth National Heritage list as a National Heritage Place. Martuwarra Fitzroy River
supports more than fifty state, federal and internationally listed fauna and flora species,
including the freshwater and dwarf Sawfish, Prince Regent Hardyhead (fish), Gouldian Finch
and Purple-crowned Fairy Wren.

NANDI CHINNA
Nandi Chinna works as a Research Consultant and Community
Arts Facilitator. She was born on Kaurna country in Adelaide and
currently lives on Bunuba lands in the Kimberley region of
Western Australia. Nandi’s artistic practice could best be
described as being embedded in, and arising from, personal
involvement in place and community. Her poetry has its genesis
in a strong determination to craft creative works and poetry as a
response to the ecologies and layers of history attached to
particular places. Her poetry is committed to a multispecies
polis which marries scientific fascination with wonder and awe.
Nandi facilitates workshops on the art of Poepatetics—the
practice of walking and writing in order to connect with the
natural world and foster creative responses to nature. Her latest
poetry book, The Future Keepers (Fremantle Press 2019) was
shortlisted for the 2020 Prime Ministers Literary Award, and
Highly Commended for the Victorian Premiers Prize 2020.
Left: river with cloud, photo by Nandi Chinna. Right: kayaks, photographer
Suzanne Smith.

HELEN COLEMAN
Sit with me at the foot of these roots. Tease
out a strand and join it to another. And
another.
As you work, think about this underground
world of which we know so little. Subterranean waterways, fresh under the salt, following
ancient paths from inland catchments to the
sea. Life goes on here unseen, as alien to us
as the deepest ocean. An ancient continent
under our feet: vital, fragile, enduring.
Deconstructed cotton rope has been dyed with
Acacia and Eucalyptus species, using leaves and
bark collected during artist gatherings from Lake
Grace to Mandurah. Now the cotton is shared
from one artist to many, entrusted to the hands of
friends and strangers alike. Together, this
community will transform thousands of strands
into an ever-changing web of interconnected
roots. Every hand that works them—joining,
weaving, tying—adds complexity and leaves a
memory of their presence.
For me, this is slow-making: finding time
in our 21st century world to create works of
intrinsic value, works that honour traditional
skills handed down through generations and
welcome the passing of time as a friend.

Left: image Matt Cook Photography. Right: photo by
Dianne Strahan.

Coleman describes herself as a contemporary
colourwoman, with an art practice devoted to
process and experimentation rather than
production of artworks. Tapping into a
thirty-year career in botany and chemistry,
Coleman explores the artistic potential of local
plant, animal and earth materials from the
floristic diverse southwest of Australia. By
blending ancient and contemporary techniques,
these diverse samples are transformed into
unique pigments, inks and paints.
A studio visit reveals drawers full of ink
swatches, rows of labelled pigment jars and a
rainbow of lake pigments spread out to dry. Dye
pots simmer outside with contents ranging from
cow bones to wattle galls; a large granite mortar
is in constant use grinding cuttlefish. Coleman
shares her research through workshops,
teaching artists and the broader community
about simple pigment extraction techniques
and the preparation of art mediums using local,
natural materials.

Left: soaking materials.
Right: Photographer
Holly Story.

